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The Invisible Injuries of 
Neurodevelopmental Trauma

What it Means and What We Can Do About 
It for System-involved Youth 
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If we are going to help trauma-affected children and youth, 
we must make a paradigm shift to viewing all behavioral, 
emotional, and cognitive problems as brain-related problems.

Bruce Perry, MD, PhD
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What we need to improve…

• Knowledge of the brain and the 
invisible structural and functional 
brain ‘injuries’ that underscore 
‘visible’ behavior problems

• Expedited and targeted screenings 
and assessments

• Heal the brain: use advanced 
neuromodulating therapies, i.e., 
listening therapies, neurofeedback, 
HRV

Working Definition of Social, 
Emotional, and Cognitive Maturity

The ability to 
live well & live well with others 

in accordance with the social values and mores of the 
community, greater society, and for the greater good.



Invisible Injury

‘Visible’ Problem Area

CDC/US.gov
US Department of Health and Human Services

‘Visible’ Problem Areas

These are their beginning stories
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OOuurr  BBrraaiinnss’’  OOppttiimmaall  DDeessiiggnn
• Social, interactive, self-organizing… 

“What do we do here and how do we do it?”

• Writes ‘code’ about others, the world, and 
‘self’ with 86 billion neurons

• Designed to develops from the ‘bottom up’ 
and controls itself from the top down



The Pathway to Maturity or 
Disrupted Neurodevelopment

Prenatal environment 
& Birth experience

Connect with another 
human being for safety  

& nurturance 

Regulate the 
nervous system 

Find, use, and integrate 
the sensory system

Develop self control and 
emotion management

Develop core beliefs 
about the self, others, 

and the world 
Learn and internalize the ‘social contract’

“What we do and what we don’t do”
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Limbic
Receives, learns, organizes, & informs 
Embodied emotion centers 
Amygdala: scan/alert/alarm
Sensory system integration hub

Instinctive attachment seeking for safety and connection
Instinctive self-preservation system of: Fight/flight/freeze
Powerful drives of Life Force energy: I want/I don’t want 
Parasympathetic nervous system

Prefrontal cortex
Executive functions: inhibits impulses, manages 
emotions, thinks logically, plans, initiates tasks, reasons, 
thinks ahead, considers consequences, reflects, 
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Trauma-Pathway

Internalizers

Externalizers

Arousal à
Affect à

State à
Trait à

Personality à
Identity



§ A brain injured in utero or preoccupied by fear and survival 
cannot develop the more complex brain regions  or functions.

§ There is less growth or activity in the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus 
and other areas of the brain responsible for emotional regulation, 
memory,  and cognitive functioning.

§ Diverts energy that would be used to learn about the  world 
to scanning and readiness to defend against  perceived threat. 

§ Hypersensitivity to danger means the sensory system doesn't learn 
to screen out extraneous information or process information accurately.

WWhhaatt  CCaann  WWee  DDoo  DDiiffffeerreennttllyy??
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Advocate for youth to have more comprehensive plans at CFTs that are built 
upon the assessments & feedback from adjunctive professionals, including all 
data from IEPs.

Advocate for referrals  for advanced neuroscience strategies, i.e., 
neurofeedback/QEEG, HRV, therapeutic listening systems (SSP/Focus systems).

Advocate for the use of integrative mind-body activities that bypass cognitive 
processes and develop brain/body connection, i.e., bilateral/cross body 
movement activities, diaphragmatic breathing exercises, trauma-focused yoga, 
non-combat martial arts, expressive arts, family-play therapy, equine therapy, 
therapeutic drumming. 

UUssee  HHeeaarrtt  RRaattee  VVaarriiaabbiilliittyy  TTrraaiinniinngg  ((HHRRVV))
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• The autonomic nervous system is 
unbalanced for trauma-affected youth

• Trauma-affected brains rely heavily on 
excessive sympathetic arousal to stay 
protected

• Heart rate variability is low for kids with 
trauma histories

• Various computer and digital programs 
can be used by youth to improve HRV, 
resilience, and coherence



UUssee  tthhee  SSaaffee  aanndd  SSoouunndd  PPrroottooccooll
((**DDrr..  SStteepphheenn  PPoorrggeess)) wweebbssiittee::  wwwwww..uunnyyttee..ccoomm
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§ The nervous systems of trauma-affected youth are primed for cues of 
threat. 

§ The SSP is a non-invasive listening therapy that regulates and balances 
the autonomic nervous system using the primary auditory portal (inner 
ear). 

§ Specially filtered music mimics the same frequency of the soothing 
human voice. 

§ Allows the sensory system to take in information in an organized, 
coherent fashion. 
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Brain cells communicate through electrical impulses known as brain waves. Each brain 
wave has two properties:
•Frequency, which is how fast the wave travels.
•Amplitude, which is how tall the wave gets when it goes up and down.

In general, faster brain waves are associated with focus, thinking, and awareness, 
while slower brain waves are associated with relaxation, meditation, and deep sleep.

A trauma-affected youth’s brain may be inflexible and ‘stuck’.

Neurofeedback uses monitoring devices to read and reflect moment-to-moment 
information to the brain on the its own functioning. Protocols are developed by the 
practitioner and the brain is rewarded (computer games, movies, etc.) for achieving 
flexibility and coherence. 

UUssee  NNeeuurrooffeeeeddbbaacckk  ((BBrraaiinn  TTrraaiinniinngg))



RReessoouurrcceess
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Thank you…

Kate Messina, PhD, LCSW
www.wpwinstitute.org


